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VOV DYLAN SIGNS TO 
FANFARE RECORDS
Over the years the music business has seen many violinists cross the 
bridge from classical music to mainstream popular performing. Vov Dylan 
follows in the footsteps of the likes of Martin Lass, Vanessa May, Nigel 
Kennedy and more recently Andre Rieu. Audiences continue to enjoy to 
sweet sounds of the violin delivered with a fresh and entertaining style 
and Vov Dylan is bound to win new fans with his recording Timeless, 
says Robert Rigby, head of Fanfare Records.

On recording his latest album Timeless, Vov says, “We set about 
creating a mood album, rich in tone, without pretentions and with visions 
of a high class hotel, late at night, cocktails in hand and sitting next to 
someone you love.  So treat yourself, find the someone you love, turn 
the lights low, pour a glass of choice and enjoy a timeless moment.”

Vov Dylan was first recognised for his musical talents at 21 months old, 
when he had his first newspaper coverage.

Since then he has covered most areas of media and live entertainment, 
including international tours, movies, radio and television broadcasts, 
and countless live performances for public and private functions.

This wealth of experience has given Vov a solid understanding of an 
audience and how to deliver to them a tailor-made performance, which 
goes above and beyond expectations.

In recent years, Vov has had an increasing presence in that he has 
received ACE and MO award nominations.

Vov is now being recognised not only for his ability to make the Violin 
sing, but he is also now the World’s Fastest Violinist having performed 
the “Flight of the Bumblebee” at 38.1 seconds!

Recently recognised for his hosting abilities, Vov is now the host of 
Variety Australia – a show in celebration of the great performers of 
Australian Stage, TV and Radio. The Programme is aired on FINE MUSIC 
102.5 in Sydney and is going national on the Community Broadcast 
network from January 2015.

Not only is Vov a Multi-Award Winning Violinist and officially the World’s 
fastest Violinist, he is now referred to as Australia’s answer to André 
Rieu. So much so that one audience member has said, “Vov Dylan 
turned out to be a young, extraordinarily talented Australian violinist, 
whose ability, personality and stage presence is a match for Andre Riéu 
(and he is much prettier, too).”

Vov Dylan will be touring Timeless throughout 2015. Visit his website for further 
details. www.vovdylan.com


